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REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
701 OCEAN STREET, ROOM 510, SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060-4000
(831) 454-2280

FAX: (831) 454-3420

TDD: (831) 454-2123

BETSEY LYNBERG, AGENCY ADMINISTRATOR

August 2,2007
Agenda: August 14,2007
Board of Supervisors
County of Santa Cruz
701 Ocean Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
REPORT REGARDING CONSIDERATION OF
THE PLEASURE POINT ROADHOUSE (2-3905 East Cliff Drive)
AS A POSSIBLE FUTURE PARK SITE

Dear Members of the Board:
On March 27, 2007, your Board directed the Redevelopment Agency, in conjunction with
the Parks Department, to prepare a report to your Board on the feasibility of designating the
“Pleasure Point Roadhouse” a park site, as well as the feasibility of the Agency’s purchase
of this property.
Background

As you know, in conjunction with the County’s consideration of a possible historic
designation for the “Pleasure Point Roadhouse’’ property, located at 2-3905 East Cliff Drive,
considerable community interest was expressed for preserving the Roadhouse and for
designating this property for public use as a park site. This report will not address the
historic aspects of the site, but will provide a preliminary review of whether the County
should consider a public acquisition of the property for a park.
The property is just under one acre in size and is located on East Cliff Drive across from the
bluff top in Pleasure Point (see Attachments 1 and 2). The property is flat, and about 95
feet wide and 418 feet long, making it a deep and somewhat narrow configuration. Primary
access is from East Cliff Drive at the south end or front the property. Moana Way, a private
road, dead ends at the western property line. A complex of buildings dating from the early
1900’s including the main house, carriage house, small one room cabins, saundshower
house and carport are clustered to the south portion of the property adjacent to East Cliff
Drive, while the north or back end is vacant and unimproved with scattered trees and
shrubs. The property is surrounded on three sides by existing multi-family and single family
residential development and is zoned RM-4.
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historic site, it would still be possible for the County to include preservation of some of the
buildings of community interest in the park planning process. Your Board’s determination
on these issues will be a factor in an in depth feasibility review of the site’s potential as a
future park.
Park Site Designation

As your Board is aware, the selection and siting decisions on parks throughout the County
generally occur in conjunction with the Board’s consideration of the County’s General Plan.
These matters are discussed in detail in the General Plan chapter on parks, recreation and
public facilities. The next update for the General Plan is not scheduled to occur in the near
term. In view of the public’s interest in this site and its unique location, it would be
appropriate to consider the suitability of this site as a future park prior to the next General
Plan review.
As a first step, the County staff would discuss the option of a public acquisition with the
property owners to determine the costs, review possible compatible uses with the
community, review the benefits that would accrue to the public with a possible acquisition
and develop recommendations.
If after your Board’s review, it is determined that the site is an appropriate park site, the
County staff would pursue acquisition. Should the property be acquired and developed as
a park facility, a General Plan and Local Coastal Program amendment including the
rezoning to a park use would be required. These would occur at such time as park
development plans were submitted to the Planning Department for development permit
approvals.
Financial FeasibiIity

RDA funds are the most appropriate source of financing for both the acquisition and
development of the property for a park and/or community facility. There are several factors
that will contribute to determination of the financial feasibility of acquisition, including: the
negotiated purchase price, a determination as to retention and use of the existing buildings,
the final plans for the park, and the unique coastline location of the site. The costs and
benefits derived from any proposed park plan would be reviewed by the Board prior to
proceeding to assure a sufficient public benefit to warrant the expenditures. As with other
parks, the property would then be turned over to the County Parks Department for
management and maintenance once the improvements were completed.
Conclusions

With a location fronting on the Monterey Bay, development of this property as a park would
provide an opportunity to further enhance uses complementary to the coastal location. In
order to determine the financial feasibility of acquisition and to gauge community interest
and support for such efforts, staff would contact the property owner to discuss a possible
public acquisition and facilitate a community meeting to discuss the opportunities for a park
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and/or community facility at the Roadhouse site. Staff would report back to your Board on
these matters following the community meeting.
It is therefore RECOMMENDED that your Board:
1.

Accept and file this report;

2.

Consider whether to further pursue the possible acquisition of the Roadhouse site
as a public park;

3.

Direct the Redevelopment Agency, in conjunction with the Parks Department, to
facilitate a community meeting regarding the possible acquisition and development
of the Pleasure Point Roadhouse property at 23905 East Cliff Drive as a park; and

3.

Direct the Redevelopment Agency Administrator, in conjunction with the Parks
Department to report back to the Board by November 20,2007, on the results of the
community meeting and to provide additional information regarding the financial
feasibility of acquiring the property.

Very truly yours,

Redevelopment

e administrator
%9
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RECOMMENDED:

Susan A. M a u r i e l l e
County Administrative Officer
Attachment 1 - Aerial of Site
2 - Photos
3 - Community Context
cc.
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Monday, August 13,2007 8:34AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : William G. Swinton

Email : Not Supplied

Address : 2-3515 E Cliff Dr

Phone : Not Supplied

Comments :
13 August 2007

Chairperson Beautz,
Honorable Supervisors,
RE: item 33 report regarding the feasibility of designating the Pleasure Point Roadhouse as a possible park
site
Please do not continue to spend any county monies on this effort. This private property's market value,
given the size (39710 sq. feet), zoning (RM-4) and location (ocean view), is prohibitively expensive. A
conservative estimate would be $7 million and a realistic estimate would be north of $12 million. Note, for
reference, single 4000 sq. foot properties on E Cliff are worth $2 million plus.
The RDA and the county have many other much more fiscally appropriate uses for such large sums. For
example, your board has been struggling to find a "mere" $1 million to make desperately needed road
repairs.
If additional park space is needed in the neighborhood, please investigate more economically prudent
alternatives. In fact the property, per the letter from RDA's Betsey Lynberg, is not an idea park site at all:
....
It should be noted however, that the deep orientation of the site is not ideal for active park uses. This is
because many active park uses require more width than this property has and require sufficient space to
buffer adjacent neighbors from noise and park activities."
11

Please instruct RDA and Planning to cease spending money on this effort. Even the preparation of the
letter from the RDA was enough good money thrown after a fiscally unsound project.
If there are special interests that seek to acquire this very expensive piece of land as a park or for other
uses, I suggest that private funds be raised to purchase this land in the fair, open and free market.
Thank you for considering this taxpayers viewpoint.
Sincerely,
William Swinton
8/13/2007
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2-3515 E Cliff Drive
SC 95062
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Thursday, August 09,2007 10:04 PM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments
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Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : People for the Preservation of Pleasure Point

Email : Not Supplied

Address : Not Supplied

Phone : Not Supplied

1
1
1

Comments :
Please do save the Roadhouse property for a park.
Many members of the community value its preservation.
Letters from the Pleasure Point Business Association, The Sierra Club, SOS, Surfrider and Pleasure Point
Night Fighters have all called for its preservation.
There are many ways to fund the maintenance of the buildings and property.
Many trades people are willing to help.
Pleasure Point is known for its volunteer spirit, from Pack Your Trash to the development of the Park by
33rd and E Cliff.
CORE is seeking a site for youth in Pleasure Point.
This site with its Barn, Cottages and Main house can be adapted for this purpose too.
With the loss of Community gardens at Jade St Park, this site would provide an alternate site.
We do not have a History Museum in Mid County.
This would be a very popular addition with locals and visitors.
A hostel in the cabins could also be a possibility along the Coastal Trail.
An interpretive center for the Sanctuary could also be sited here.
This is a wonderful opportunity that will not come again.
Lets do this good thing.
The following community members agree.
Jeanette Fedasz
3 Chris Stanger This land and structure should be presereved for its historic signifgance to this area called
pleasure point. I am a General Contractor and have the network of financial backers to make this dream a
reality for genererations to come as a multi use community structure.
4 Jean Brocklebank Our present is richer with some of our community's past. Let's save some for our
children, their children and ourselves as well!
5 michael castro
6 Evie Alloy
7 kim henderson
8 Michael Lewis
9 cindi massei hello, i live on the point on 30th avenue and i would love to see the roadhouse saved.
thanks :) cindi
10 Suzi Aratin
11 Jill Perry Few buildings in this area have a history.This one has loads of history. Please don't allow it to
be lost.
12 vera brown
13 Diana Rose
8/13/2007
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14 Wayne petersen
15 mary petersen
16 Don 'Ho' Sakai
17 Don 'Ho' Sakai
18 Robert Jarvis
I 9 Kees Briggs protect SC from developers.
20 David A Barnes good luck
21 Steven Shepard With so much change along the pleasure point coastal area I think it is important to the
community, with deep attatchments to this local, to preserve some important structures. What makes Santa
Cruz unique is it's ability to maintain it's special character and that cannot be compromised. Here is a
wonderful opportunity to once again do so and it should not be passed up. I whole-heartedly add my
support to this petition.
22 Phil Reader Let me help save this special building.
23 Phil Reader You are right, A good start for the New Year!
24 A nonymous htt p://www. mcpost .com/articI e.php?
id=570&PHPSESSID=bd55dc5206a2dlc2~8cZd4b532e784cagood info. It seems importain to save for the
things we might learn about our past.
25 Gary Hughes do not give my email address to other groups.
26 Bradley Douglas SAVE THE PLEASURE POINT ROAD HOUSE
.........................................................................
27 Daniel R. Suess
28 Stacy Kim
29 Patricia Matejcek
30 Andre Ballesteros
31 Anonymous
32 Carolyn Swift From my viewpoint, this roadhouse is a rare and well-preserved example of the themes of
transportation and tourism in Santa Cruz County history. It's role was particularly important to the county
economy in the era of the 192Os, when transportation was transitioning from rail to automobile traffic. The
building's exterior, particularly in the front, appears to have changed little, and other elements that have
been altered can probably be restored without damage to the historic integrity of the structure. Its location in
Live Oak makes it even more significant as an architectural example of how tourism was linked between
Santa Cruz and Capitola.
33 Liz Girvin I think this is an important part of the history and charm of Santa Cruz. Any one can go to
Southern California and see a lot of huge new (usually empty most of the year) structures near the beach.
It's wonderful to have an original area with all of it's old unique character. Please save the Road House and
the rest of Santa Cruz, that hasn't already been ruined. Thank you, Liz Girvin
34 Bruce Watson
35 marty schreiber
36 marty schreiber
37 marty schreiber
38 Anonymous
39 George "Tony" Jack
40 Kristen Raugust Save It!
41 Captian Paul Clark This historic area must be preserved for future generations!
42 Harry Conti This historic resource must be saved at all costs!
43 Hallie Richmond
44 kevin butler keep it real ...keep it santa cruz
45 Anonymous Save Pleasure Point Roadhouse for all to enjoy !
46 Laura Kasa As the Executive Director of a local non-profit whose mission is environmental conservation,
I believe that preserving our coast also means protecting non-living things that add value to our coast. The
Pleasure Point Roadhouse is one of these important treasures.
47 Anonymous Gnarley dude!
48 betty bullaro
49 Jim Littlefield Pleasure Point is a well-known surf neighborhood and community, centered around the
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excellent surf breaks accessible for many ages and abilities in the waters, and sorely needs a site for
community meetings and to focus attention and respect on the neighborhood's long presence in the surf
community. The PP Roadhouse is appropriate for this purpose and will serve untold numbers of community
people in this capacity.
50 Marion Morris This structure is not only an important part of the Santa Cruz heritage but an historical
edifice.
51 William W Grandy Please save this historic building for many future generations to enjoy. Let's
strengthen the Pleasure Point area as a legitimate and desirable place for all to enjoy by hanging on to
such historical buildings.
52 Ashleigh Lyman Please save the Pleasure Point Roadhouse! It's a historical piece of our Santa Cruz
cuIture!
53 Laura Leet
54 Laura Leet
55 Jacqueline Davidow Let's keep our historic treasures. Santa Cruz is a unique community. Preserve our
environment for posterity.
56 George Samuel
57 Linda Tobalina
58 Danny Johnson
59 Eric Sanford MD
60 Ward Smith We need to preserve what we have left.
61 Jonathan Gill save our history! we need it to remember all those that came before and all those that
remain to be seen.
62 Jonathan Gill save our history! we need it to remember all those that came before and all those that
remain to be seen.
63 Diana Hogue save our history! we need it to remember all those that came before and all those that
remain to be seen.
64 Jay Gillilaand
65 Cynthia imbrie
66 Roberta Bristol I agree with the stated purposes of this petition, and I trust it will be considered and
implemented. R. Bristol
67 Nick Alheit
68 diana rose
69 Paula Dall This is a very good idea, but if for some reason the Roadhouse cannot be designated an
historical site and community center for Pleasure Point, then a viable alternative should definitely be
identified and considrered.
70 Douglas Ardley
71 Karen Kaplan Dear Supervisors: Please save the Roadhouse at Pleasure Point for it's historical
significance and potential community benefits. I have been a resident of Santa Cruz County since 1974 and
appreciate Santa Cruz because it honors and tries to preserve historical architecture whenever possible.
Stories from the past give us a sense of roots in our unique and special community. Santa Cruz is NOT
"Anytown U.S.A." Let's keep the tradition. Thank you for your consideration. Sincerely, Karen Kaplan
72 Maria Vaz
73 Mark Fleischman
74 Michelle Newman The Roadhouse is an important icon on Pleasure Point! The neighborhood wants it to
stay! Neighborhood synergy is so necessary in this age of corporate thinking, when local properties are
owned by out-of-town; out-of-state & out-of-country. What more reason is there to keep the neighborhood
together around an icon like this? Keep the roadhouse Local!!
75 Ken Rockas
76 Steve Salyer
77 Hilary
78 LisaHolly Reader The history of this building is special and it brings an amazing aura and richness to
Santa Cruz. Treasuring things from the past is so important.
79 Dennis P. Davie Please save the Roadhouse!
80 Anonymous
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81 Sally Smith
82 Howard "Boots" McGhee Changes all around me. Save a piece of history for the generations to come
83 Maureen Dunphy
84 Betty Bullaro I wholeheartily support the preservation of the Roadhouse.
85 Crystal Pisenti
86 Brett Graf
87 Wi IIiam PhiIipps
88 Erika Hearon
89 Aaron Cohick SAVE SANTA CRUZ FROM BECOMING THE NEXT ORANGE COUNTY!
90 Karri
91 Anonymous
92 Lynda Lewit We have an unique opportunity to save and restore an important building that was part of
Santa Cruz/Pleasure Point history.
93 Anonymous I'm a 5th generation Santa Cruz'n... I've seen Live Oak lose it's oaks, i've seen Pleasure
Point become Unpleasure Point, i've seen Parks turned to Condo's and dirt paths turn to busy intersections.
Please let my children have a place that they can visit to see how there family lived prior to the
overpopulation of our town. Save the Roadhouse.
94 Thomas A. Gardiner
95 Jordan Schreiber We need to preserve what's left of the local flavor and character at the Point.
96 Lori (Rain) Urbanski I lived in this house for two years. I am expressing my deep interest in maintaining
this property as a historical landmark, and to preserve the amazing property that the house sits upon. It is a
geniune mark of the past, the history is rich and the land in itself is worth saving. It would make a great
park. I feel deeply sad and discouraged with the prospect of the house being torn down to make way for
huge town houses. Preserve the land that is left, it is rare and meaningful. This site speaks to the present
and will hopefully exist into the future.
97 Lori (Rain) Urbanski I lived in this house for two years. I am expressing my deep interest in maintaining
this property as a historical landmark, and to preserve the amazing property that the house sits upon. It is a
geniune mark of the past, the history is rich and the land in itself is worth saving. It would make a great
park. I feel deeply sad and discouraged with the prospect of the house being torn down to make way for
huge town houses. Preserve the land that is left, it is rare and meaningful. This site speaks to the present
and will hopefully exist into the future.
98 Dan & Rene Denevan Please preserve this Pleasure Point landmark.
99 Marlys Balsamo
100 Steve Salyer
101 William Philipps
102 Judy Parsons
103 Ward Bowers
104 Eduardo Waller We should preserve Pleasure Point history!
105 Eduardo Waller We should preserve Pleasure Point history!
106 Thadd Liszkowski I would support a community center and affordable housing on the site.
107 tree plant
108 Pete Reiter The first house at Pleasure Point and the namesake of Pleasure Point.
109 Anonymous save this historical property
110 Bradley Douglas My name is Bradley. I live and surf on the central coast and have done so for a
number of years. I can say for my part that Pleasure Point has been and always will be the center of my
surfing love, as well as the unforgetable rich history that is involved with it. SAVE THE GODDAMN
ROADHOUSE!! THIS HAS GONE FAR ENOUGH! Thank You!
111 c
112 deborah larkins i lived on the point from 1972 until 1994 and believe that the roadhouse should stay.
113 Anonymous
114 Bradley Douglas Save it! Save it! SAVE IT! "The Roadhouse" one of the last icons of the point! And
probably the only piece of history left that pleasure point has going for it. Do not let the ----ing Condos go
up. It's bad enough that those asshole contractors from San Jose came to screw up the 38th Av. area.
PLEASE DO NOT LET THE MONEY AND RED TAPE TAKE OVER THE
8/13/2007

POINT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 1 5 Colleen Sands-Scrivens
1 1 6 Derek Scranton It would be sad to lose this Santa Cruz landmark to greed or neglect :( Let's do all we
can to save it!
1 1 7 Elizabeth Anne Sell What a shame it would be to allow this house to fall. It is a beautiful and interesting
part of Santa Cruz history. Save the Roadhouse!
1 1 8 Anonymous Our past is our link to our future.
119 Jessica Alcala Please Save the House!!
120 Anonymous Please Save the House!!
121 Joan
122 Scott Sell
123 Cordelia Clancy
124 Robert and Nancy Van Antwerp As some who has lived on the eastside for more than 4Oyears and has
never lived farther than two blocks from the coast line in all that time, I feel very strongly about saving whats
left of "Old Santa Cruz". My property is now surronded on all sides buy the new trend in SC, build as big a
house as the powers that be will let you get away with and screw the people that used to have ocean views.
The time to stop this trend is now!!!!!
125 Anonymous Please do what is right and save this house from being destroyed.
126 Daev Brown
127 Gladys
128 Sandra Scranton As one who lives in an eastern US community in NJ full of Revolutionary War era
historical homes and buildings I know how important it is to preserve history even when the temptation to
raze it, "...pave Paradise and put in a parking lot..." looms large. The past is worth preserving - for it is
through it's experience and guidance that we mold our futures. Please think seriously about declaring
Pleasure Point aka Casa del Mar an historical property.
129 Robin Taylor God speaks through this beautiful landmark.
130 Tara Leigh Scranton This house holds in it memories of the past as well as a place for MANY to enjoy
in the pressent. Please consider making it possible for many people instead of 1 lucky person to enjoy it's
quaint charm and natural beauty, overlooking the Pacific. The people that inhabit the home are warm and
welcoming people, that understand the pleasure of sharing. Please meet the people past and pressent who
can tell you what a wonderful place it is to live. Consider the affect of displacing peaceful people who earn a
simply living in favor of people that simply earn a higher income. This place has brough pleasure to many in
the past, brings pleasure to those there now, and can continue this as long as you vote to SAVE THIS
HOUSE!
131 Anonymous
132 Anonymous
133 Jennifer
134 E Craig Scranton Greed, Greed, Greed are the ONLY things that motivate the owners to level this
landmark, and kick out people who have agreed to pay more rent and help with repairs. The colorful and
interesting history of this piece of land will be crushed by machines in less than a day's work. The owners
WILL make MILLIONS on the land, and could care less about even ONE of the tenants.
135 denise this house is very special that has brought a lot of very special people together. i would hate to
see it destroyed
136 Megan Arnett
137 Adam Gibbons I think it would be a REAL shame to tear yet another piece of culture and history down
for the sake of the almighty $$$....
I38 Ted Donnelly
139 Anonymous
140 vera brown please keep the pleasure point roadhouse. please. what a wonderful building for our
community to support.
141 Stu Davis
142 Anonymous This is a rare opportunity for our community. I support the preservation of the roadhouse.
143 Kim Henderson
144 Dawn Taylor
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145 Mary Ann Waters
146 Suzie Lundgrenq
147 Leslie Evans
148 Scott kinkaid save the roadhouse
149 james Johnson this is a very cool place,keep it the way it is
150 Blue Cobalt Please! Save the Roadhouse.
151 Anonymous
152 Anonymous My family has lived on the Point for almost 40 years. It's a unique place with an eclectic
character that's worth saving. The Roadhouse is a landmark that should be preserved.
153 Manuel Maqueda Please save Pleasure Point Roadhouse for the enjoyment of present and future
generations.
154 Anonymous Please save and use this old property to enhance the historic ambience of Pleasure Point.
155 Yetta Lippman I support saving and revitalizing this historic site.
156 Kimberly Kelly Goddard What a wonderful site for a park. It would be very charming for the community
to have the old site restored and accessible. Pleasure Point is a beautiful local spot that is often used by
both residents and visitors.
157 Anonymous
158 Monty Cleeves
159 Eric Janecka Please approve the roadhouse to become a historical site. The community needs to hold
on to its history, especially as development has been consuming the area.
160 Alice Daubenbis I agree with Historian Carolyn Swift; the Pleasure Point Roadhouse IS historic.
161 Anonymous Please save this house...
162 Jack Lawton The roadhouse is one of the few historic houses left in the area. Santa Cruz is very weak
on such monuments and needs more.
163 Caroline boussenot It would be a shame to destroy such a beautiful and historic site.
164 Corri Jimenez I suppport the preservation of this community landmark! The Pleasure Point Roadhouse
is significant to historical events that shaped the tourist industry along the ocean shoreline of Santa Cruz
County and the small community of Live Oak between 1900-1930, in addition to the countywide
transportation and tourism themes of the 1970s. Architecturally, the Craftsman main house and its
outbuildings are beautiful buildings, and hold much historic fabric that should not be erased. Adaptive reuse
to this building is perfect and should be an option instead of eminent demolition! Again, I encourage you to
save these buildings and protection them from development. I thank you for your ears.... Corri Jimenez
165 Amy Stoddard
166 Anonymous
167 Julia Bava
168 Julia Bava
169 hilary
170 Anonymous I've said it before and i will say it again. This house is HISTORIC and home to alot of Point
locals of whom have alot of respect for the memories of this place! Remember that we will have children
that should be a part of it's history!
171 roberta Bristol I support this petition requesting that the Pleasure Point roadhouse and property be
preserved as a historic treasure for use of the citizens of Santa Cruz.
172 Anonymous If the surfers want it, they should pay for it. Too often people want to preerve something
and want others to pay for it. If the surfriders really want to save this, then let them start a fund raising effort
to buy it.
173 Karri Thygersen
174 Eric Thygersen
175 Lily Denevan Save the roadhouse !
176 Alexander Lichtblau lets save our history, and not always just make place for new things when the old
things make us what we are today'!!!
177 Kenneth Bingham
178 Terry Campion It's worth a try....thanks.
179 Anonymous
180 j marbury
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181 Joaquin Munoz A rare opportunity to preserve a structure so indicative and representative of the
community's history! Please consider this over dollar amounts as some things are indeed priceless!
182 Ronald Peterson I am a grandson to the previous owners of the roadhouse, Anton and Ida Peterson. I
visited the roadhouse every weekend for more than 12 years until 1971. I would like to see the roadhouse
saved as a historical building.
183 Corri Jimenez Please save the Pleasure Point Roadhouse! The Pleasure Point Roadhouse is
significant to historical events of the tourist industry and the small community of Live Oak between 19001930. These structures need to be preserved because of their rich history as a community landmark from
the old Henchy House to the Richfield gas station-market. Development from the 1970s to the present has
destroyed much of the historic neighborhoods in the Live Oak area invasively interferring in older
neighborhoods. Preservation of this local landmark would protect the Pleasure Point Roadhouse, its
outbuildings, and its land from development. The potential for reuse of these buildings, as a park site andlor
historical museum would be great for this small neighborhood and promote the rich history of the Live Oak
area. I again urge the county to save this important Live Oak landmark from its looming development!
Sincerely, Corri Jimenez
184 Davina Hostetter I passionately believe that the roadhouse in pleasure point should be saved as a
historical site. This is truly an amazing structure and should absolutely not be demolished. This would be
the perfect structure for a pleasure point community ctr. I know many others who feel the same way.
185 steve walker What a shame it would be to see the beautiful pleasure point roadhouse torn down. The
roadhouse, i feel, has been and should continue to be an asset to the santa cruz community. It is the only
remaining original structure along the coast of pleasure point and therefore, in my eyes, a historical
landmark. The roadhouse could be turned into a surf museum or a community center, anything other than
torn down would do. Let us not go the way of orange county condos, let us, the people of Santa Cruz
protect our history and our heritage. save the roadhouse.
I 8 6 Julie Cho Save the authenticity of Santa Cruz. Don't erase our icon of the past, it provides the truth and
history of what this town is all about.
187 Anonymous Please preserve The Roadhouse for community use -- what a great resource for bringing
people together ! Pleasure Point seriously needs this landmark as a neighborhood treasure and gathering
place.
188 Liz Girvin My family and I have been vacationing in and around Santa Cruz for over 40 years. We have
many friends and relatives who enjoy it as well. One of the major attractions and charm come from the fact
that old and unique properties have continued to be a part of the community. It is very sad to see homes
and landmarks being destroyed without consideration of the unique character that draws so many to your
town. Please allow future generations to experience some diversity and recognize the value in saving and
appreciating things from the past. We can see condos and lot-to- lot homes anywhere in Southern
California, Bakersfield, and many other new communities. Your value is in preserving your sense of history
and not in becoming another "second home" community. History is very important to all of us in
understanding the present and the future. Please allow your part of it to remain as a reminder to all of a
simpler, possibly friendlier and more compassionate time. We need that in our lives. Thank you for your
consideration, Liz Girvin
189 deborah larkins
190 Jay Gilliland Does out of town interests trump local interests?
191 Charmaine Ryan This would make an excellent community center and or museum. Keep history alive!
192 Valerie Steward Save the Roadhouse!!
193 Ted Donnelly
194 jennifer Ramsey
195 Kerrissa Haley
196 Kerrissa Haley
197 Kerrie Haley
198 Ken Rockas
199 Andrew Hansen the history and character of santa cruz are part of what makes it such a great place to
live. The last thing we should be doing is desroying unique buildings such as this one to make room for
more orange county beach condos.
200 Stacy Kim
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201 joshua Server We don't need any more condos on pleasure point. Keep the history here and let all of
the old tenants back into the house!
202 Jared von Schell
203 stepheni ceperley please keep our money in our community- no more million dollar homes, no more
vacation rentals. None of us who live here, love it here, or are from here can afford it, and we don't want it.
204 Shirin Hostetter
205 Andrew Ceperley
206 edith lentz the coast of California, especially around Santa Cruz, is the most beautiful coastline in the
world. do not ruin it with "modern" high rise and other monstrosities.
207 Arren Frank
208 Aurora Alifano
209 Justine Walker
210 James Oakden I lived at Pleasure Point in the past, and now own a house on Warren St.
21 1 John Leopold
212 Anonymous
213 Brandice Bryant Lets keep this beautiful plot of land and the Roadhouse historical so it can be enjoyed
by the whole community.
214 Steven Grubb Was there as a teen some 35 years ago now. Seems as though there is nothing out of
reach of development today. Our historic buildings are quickly being replaced faster than we can save
them. This is another one worth saving. Steve
215 Brett Graf
216 Sonia Burke So much of old California is going away. We must save what we can now!!
217 Shasta Criss I lived on 38th and Floral from when 10 til I was 19 and have watched Pleasure Point turn
into Million Dollar homes for out of towners. I think a community center would be a perfect for the
Roadhouse. Thanks for your time.
218 Julia Burrows
219 Ingrid Hostetter Please preserve the Pleasure Point Roadhouse. We need to preserve the character of
our quaint Santa Cruz. There are already too many mansions and giant condominiums that are destroying
the character of our town. Please preserve this rare landmark on Eastcliff.
220 Ingrid Hostetter Please preserve the Pleasure Point Roadhouse. We need to preserve the character of
our quaint Santa Cruz. There are already too many mansions and giant condominiums that are destroying
the character of our town. Please preserve this rare landmark on Eastcliff.
221 Sarah Corbin
222 Amy Gunzelmann
223 Linda Aron Let's not forget why tourists come to Santa Cruz and bring money to our economy-because it D0ESN"T look like every other urban area in California. Keep the roadhouse intact and
protected!
224 Edward GUnzelmann The landscape and culture of Santa Cruz County is one of its great assets.
Selling those assets to developers will forever alter both! Suburban sprawl and homogenous tract housing
is not Santa Cruz. Please don't erect another condo on the point at the expense of a historic building that is
a part of the landscape and history of this community. There is a certain point when a building, space, or
artifact becomes communally owned, even if the legal ownership is private.
225 Lindsay Harman Please preserve the roadhouse. As a resident I feel the Pleasure Point and Llve Oak
community is in need of more park space and culture settings. Using this histoic building for a community
center and park is a rare opportunity to preserve a piece of Santa Cruz history while creating a much
needed gathering place for residents and local groups.
226 Sarah London
227 Rachel Neuman Please save this historic building. It is a valuable part of Santa Cruz history, that
needs to be used for the community.
228 francisco garcia Save the Roadhouse. This should be designated as a historical site.
229 ryan muhr This is a crying shame to lose such a wonderful piece of the point. These are the sort of
monumental pieces of California history that we should preserve for future generations. For the people,
Thanks Sincerely, Ryan Muhr
230 Anonymous Please consider some public options for this property before destroying another historic
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site in Santa Cruz. Thank you, Arlene
231 mohamed el-sherif please save the roadhouse. Its importance and significance is key to the culture of
Santa Cruz , improving the value, community and class of Santa Cruz. A multitude of condos would be
detrimental to the very things that residents of Santa Cruz cherish and consider relevant. Please do not
decrease the value of our area in so many ways.
232 Ronald Peterson I am disgusted with the efforts of the owner's attorneys to try to twist the facts of the
Road House. There is no question that the Road House is not only historic, but unique. There is no other
structure like it in Santa Cruz County. For the attorneys to claim that the Road House is insect infested and
needs to be demolished is insaine. The Road House is more solid than the house I live in. The Road House
will stand another 100 years if it is not torn down. The attorneys are doing a fine job of distorting the truth. If
there was an investigation on the tactics of the attorneys, I would be certain you would find fraud and
deception.
233 valli barrioz
234 Noah Carolan
235 Maddysen McGrath I hope people start to realize the significance of this amazing house and it's
story...dont let it fall by the way side!
236 tara ireland I am planning to be at the meeting tomorrow. You have the 14th on this petition instead of
the 1Sth(tomorrow) See you there!
237 Julie Rienhardt
238 Tiffany Wise-West My husband is a life long resident and feels strongly about this issue. We hope it's
not too late to become organized to make a difference.
239 Suzan Muir How can it be thought of to tear down such a wonderful Santa Cruz land mark. Why is
there so little sense of history in California. The lighthouse has been a destination since I was a girl, to look
out at the seals and watch the surfers.
240 Marty Muir It would be so wrong to tear such a landmark down!!!!!
241 Amanda Lowe
242 carla vaughan "preserve the POINT" pack your tractors out of the point !
243 Lydia Parker I have lived in the Pleasure Point area for 31 years. My family has visited the area since
the early 1950s. The Pleasure Point Roadhouse is a local icon and deserves to be saved. Pleasure Point
needs to retain its unique style and connection to the past. Replacing that delightful stucture with another
southern California suburban stucco and tile monstrosity is not in the interest of history or style. The
buildings on the site would make a fine local museum, and the grounds could be landscaped with native
plants, possibly it could have a walking path that would connect it to the park and volleyball court on 38th
Avenue. Let's look to the future for the Pleasure Point area; it needs points of interest, historical landmarks,
and areas of community pride.
244 Jennifer Karan
245 Sally Barnes
246 Hope Ebangi
247 Anonymous
248 Tracey Marquart
249 Ian Save our history, it's the only reminder of what brought us here today, preserve the culture, it's
what our children will base their life upon.
250 joseph Grassadonia What is the real eye sore are all the multi million dollar homes being developed at
the point. Soon Pleasure point will only be affordable for the weathy. It's important to keep these old
heritage homes, which gives an area a sense of grace and class.
251 Patricia Leslie History is worth more than money.
252 Monty Cleeves Why do people buy property for the character of the neighborhood and then change the
character when they build?
253 Donna von Hoesslin I have had the pleasure of spending much time in this wonderful place with some
of the creative and inspiring people who have lived there over the years. I was shocked to hear it might be
gone soon. I pray that will not be the case. Aloha, Donna
254 David Pu'u This place is amazing. I have walked it's halls and rooms. It would be a shame to lose it to
development if there was any way at all to preserve it. It is a vital part of History, not to mention Santa Cruz!
255 paxton brewer condos are a dime a dozen, historic landmarks are priceless. i live in the pleasure point
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community and will be deeply saddened if the roadhouse is razed. please preserve this historic structure.
256 Carrie Brewer
257 Mat Warren Save The Road House. History is always forgotton if there is no proof it ever existed.
258 Catherine cusick
259 gail La Roque I have lived and stayed in various areas of Santa Cruz and without a doubt Pleasure
Point is a true community. It is a rare and precious thing when neighbors all know and care for each other,
visit daily on the beach and in the water, and actively work to maintain their community. I fully support
improvements to the cliffs and walkway but not at the expense of destroying this community. Please create
a park and maintain meeting areas and local sites such as the roadhouse. Thank you. gail La Roque
260 Dina El Dessouky Santa Cruz cannot afford to lose any more of its heritage sites. It also cannot afford
to be developed any more than it already is--have you seen the traffic in town the last few years? And not to
mention the threat of East Cliff Drive, the road the house adjacent to the house, falling into the sea due to
erosion. This place was never meant to be developed to the extent that it has been. Keep Santa Cruz's
integrity and history: save the Roadhouse!!!
261 Maryellen Hanson keep the culture alive!!!!
262 Craig McNair That's my favorite place in the whole PP area... SAVE IT !!!!!!!!! Maybe a surf bed and
breakfast? or a pleasure point surf museum?
263 Anonymous
264 john manning
265 Jenna
266 Noah Brendlen This is an important historical treasure and link to the past.
267 Erin Brown
268 john bitter Save the history of Pleasure Point
269 Karen Lindemann Please save this historic area so that future generations may enjoy it as much as I
have!
270 Anonymous The Eastside is losing its flavor. New unaffordable "trophy houses" are dominating my old
neighborhood that I have been forced to move from because I cannot afford to there. Help save the
Roadhouse for future generations!!
271 Daev Brown
272 Kevin Kingston As a long time resident of Santa Cruz I would like to see the Roadhouse saved. The
County needs to step up and partner with a historial developer that will not only save the building but
preserve the site for future generations. If the City of Santa Cruz can complete simular projects the County
should also be able to make it happen.
273 dennis hostetter i believe it's important to preserve the buildings which represent our unique local
history.The Roadhouse would serve as an excellent community center for Pleasure Point. Please vote to
make it a recognized historical site.
274 Samuel Lau Save the beautiful road house
275 Samuel Lau Save the beautiful road house
276 Linell Walker Please designate the Roadhouse as the historical site that it is.
277 Linell Walker Please designate the Roadhouse as the historical site that it is.
278 Gabrielle Alberti Save the Roadhouse! Santa Cruz does not need anymore track homes or condos.
Let's preserve the flavor of Pleasure Point.
279 Kathy McClure The Pleasure Point area is one of the most unique areas in the county. As such its
historic structures should be preserved and used for neighborhood activities. Pleasure Point and the
surrounding area should be preserved from Monster houses and none stop development
280 Jim Littlefield Please, listen to the community will and preserve the PP Roadhouse for public use and
future generations. Whatever you do, do not allow PP to be rebuilt like Newport Beach, for example.
Pleasure Point has only this historic site along the coastline to link the neighborhood to its past. In public
hands, this site could became a huge neighborhood asset and a focal-site for community meetings and
events, particularly PP groups and focus groups with coastal and marine interests.
281 Kathy Lamothe
282 phi1 reader 951 paget avenue I support the NR-5 of the Pleasure Point Roadhouse. It is ideal a
Community Center and Park site.
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Friday, August I O , 2007 8:32AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : Robin Abu-Shumays

Email : roabushu@cabrillo.edu

Address : Not Supplied

Phone : Not Supplied

Comments :
I support preserving the Road House in the Pleasure Point area as a parWhistorical site. It would be great
asset to our area. I hope something can be worked out with the owners.
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Friday, August I O , 2007 4:40 PM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : James M Cleeves

EmaiI : montycleeves@gmaiI.com

Address : 411 Palisades
Santa Cruz

Phone : 650 796 4068

Comments :
Many came to Pleasure Point for the surf, all came for the character of the neighborhood. Why should we
all loose the link with our past that this structure still provides.
If the owner doesn't share the vision, we should be prepared to pay fair market value to keep her whole
while we preserve what we value.
The Roadhouse is to Pleasure Point as the Wilder Ranch is to Santa Cruz county.
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33

CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Saturday, August 11, 2007 3:14 PM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : greg madsen

Email : gmadsen@mandelcom.com

Address : 3821 moana way

Phone : 831-588-2036

Comments :
This parcel should absolutely be considered for a Park!!

I hope it is also considered historical...but at a minimum the county should make it a park.
Thanks for your service. I will help in the process of making this happen.

Greg
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33

CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Sunday, August 12,2007 957 AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : Kevin Margerum

EmaiI : margerum@sbcglobaI.net

Address : I 3 4 Moran Way
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

Phone : 831-566-1226

Comments :
I think this would be a great park site, better yet, the "Pleasure Point Surf and athletic club" would be better.
Regards,
Kevin
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33

CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Monday, August 13,2007 3 4 5 AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : diana rose

Email : Not Supplied

Address : Not Supplied

Phone : Not Supplied

Comments :
I support a park at the Pleasure Point roadhouse. I have lived in Santa Cruz county since 1970.
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Monday, August 13, 2007 6:13AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments
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Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : David Pu'u

Email : puufoto@aol.com

Address : 384 Omaha Ct. Ventura, Ca 93001

Phone : 805 794-0123

Comments :
Having spent time in and around the remarkable Pleasure Point roadhouse, I would love to see the property
preserved for it's historic value and contribution to the cachet of your lovely community. I think it both vital
that in these days of overdevelopment and abdication of the rural nature of Santa Cruz, that issues like this
be accurately addressed in order to ensure that future generations can experience the remarkable feeling
of Santa Cruz that makes it such a wonderful destination for travelers from around the country and world.

Preservation and use of the property as a park seems like it could be a great means of accomplishing this
end.
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CBD BOSMAIL
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From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Monday, August 13,2007 758 AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

,

, , ,

~

___*

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : Donald Sakai

EmaiI : bentox pres@ hot mai I.com

Address : 1435 47th Ave.
Capitola, Ca 95010

Phone : (831)465-0850

Comments :
Please consider the site for a park.. That's a great ideal since there are so many young couples with little
chiIdren.
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Monday, August 13,2007 9:44 AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : Donna von Hoesslin

Email : donna@bettybelts.com

Address : 384 Omaha Ct
Ventura, CA 93001

Phone : 831 239 5259

Comments :
I fell in love with the roadhouse "Casa del Mar" on a visit from Germany in 1999 when I also had the good
fortune to discover surfing and my love of the ocean. I made a new friend, Serena, who lived there in one of
the cabins who has been one of my closest friends since.

Long story short, surfing changed my life. 1 moved back to California, to Santa Cruz and ended up spending
a lot of time in this funky and charming house, enjoying the company of my friends who lived there and the
beautiful view. I founded my company, Betty Belts, in Santa Cruz and still have strong ties and spend a lot
of time there. Please keep the Road House intact.
The community loves it and will cherish it as a historic site. Pleasure Point does not have such a place yet
and it would be a wonderful addition for residents and tourists alike.
Sincerely,
Donna von Hoesslin
Betty Belts
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Monday, August 13, 2007 951 AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : Karri Thygersen

Email :thygersen@yahoo.com

Address : 1I 0 0 17th Ave
Santa Cruz CA 95062

Phone : 831-334-4253

Comments :
Item 33
Consider report regarding the feasibility of designating the Pleasure Point Roadhouse as a possible park
site.

I would like to urge the Board of Supevisors of the County of Santa Cruz to APPROVE this action.
As a resident of Live Oak for over 30 yrs. my father purchased his 1st home off of 17th and Rodriquez in
1974 were I and my siblings attended Live Oak Elementary through Harbor High and also all of my children
as well as my sisters, Kim Allee and Kristi Walter's children also live and attend schools and own homes in
Live Oak.
It is our dream and desire to see this couty do something today for our youth. Mostly those most neglected
and forgotten, the mid to pre-teen's 12-13's and 14-18's and please don't forget, the 18 -21Is.
Give them something to be proud of, and something that they can have, and be. Someplace to go when
there's no place to go.
If the only place that you give them is an Open Beach with no supervisioin or mentor's what you get is what
you got...
Just walk down Pacific Avenue. The result of nothing to do, but pan handle for money and drugs and
hanging out under the bridge's. Or the alternative, sit in your room and play video games.
I see it and I'm living it.

Please make the Pleasure Point Roadhouse into a "Safe House" for our youth today!!!
Sincerely, Karri Thygersen
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CBD BOSMAIL
From:

CBD BOSMAIL

Sent:

Monday, August 13,2007 10:30 AM

To:

CBD BOSMAIL

Subject: Agenda Comments

Meeting Date : 8/14/2007

Item Number : 33

Name : Donald Darst

EmaiI : donaIddarst@yahoo.com

Address : 3052 Pleasure Point Drive

Phone : 465-1 142

Comments :
As long as the owners receive compensation based upon an appraisal (or an agreed upon price)it makes
sense to earmark this property for the benefit of the community. Of course there will be upgrades and
maintenance issues but, as long as the Agency doesn't allow the property to fall into ruin (thereby raising
the possibility of a later sale to a private developer)l would like to see it become a community center.
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